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Book Supplement 
Cut Cords of Attachment: Heal Yourself and Others with Energy Spirituality 

 
What Your Will Learn 

Enjoy the effectiveness built into Rose Rosetree's 12 Steps to Cut Cords of Attachment® 

In this how-to, you'll learn all the basic 12 steps to cut cords of attachment, plus instructions for helping 
family members and friends, as well as yourself. 

Explore a resource for permanent healing that you can do on your own for the rest of your life! 

1. Create a Sacred Space 

How to co-create with a Divine Being of your choice to gain the biggest healing possible. 

2. Make an Energy Sandwich 

Vibrational protection for your self-healing, simple and powerful. 

3. Activate the Aura 

How to perceive what is happening with your aura, even if you have never learned aura reading. (That's 
right, you don't have to have previous skills at aura reading. I built workarounds into this book.) 

4. Prepare to Cut a Particular Cord of Attachment 

Learn the difference between major and minor cords of attachment. 
Protect yourself by making sure it is wise to cut a particular cord right now. 

5. Locate the Cord 

Choose from several methods. Rose offers you a variety of methods, so you can find which one works 
best for you. 

6. Permission Statement 

Learn why this matters, then find out how to do an appropriate Permission Statement. 

7. Remove the Cord of Attachment 

This sure isn't all that's involved for a permanent healing! Still, cutting and dissolving that cord is 
definitely included. Co-creating with Divine help, you permanently and thoroughly remove that one 
cord of attachment. 

8. Apply the Bandage 
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Learn how to do a great job at this easy-but-important step in the process. All RES Energy HEALING 
Skills include more than taking out energies. Equally important is “PUT-IN” that helps to support the 
expression of your soul. 

9. Record the Cord Dynamics 

Prepare for surprise! And something way meaningful! No two cords of attachment are identical. 

10. Validate the Relationship Pattern 

This is a really fascinating, informative part of the process. It's unique to every single cord you cut. 

11. Consider Logical Consequences 

Logical consequences matter. They’re practical results. Both personal, unique to the specific cord of 
attachment that you’ve just facilitated removing. Doing this Step 11, your skill matters most. You’ll 
bring your unique spark to this skill set, adding your perceptive insights. 

12. Finish the Session 

These secrets of follow up can double the effectiveness of your self-healing session. 

 


